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PREVENTION OF BULLYING
The Prevention Of Bullying In Elementary Schools
Cecilia Martinez




Many children experience bullying regularly in elementary school. Bullying can have
long-term effects on a child's mental, physical, and emotional development. Bullying can lead a
child to harm themselves physically and could lead to the child's death. Not many schools have
bullying prevention programs to educate children on bullying and the consequences. I developed
a two-day curriculum for 6th graders at Aynesworth Elementary School in Fresno, California, to
address the lack of bullying prevention education.
Need Statement
During elementary years, many children may face getting teased and being physically or
verbally attacked, all aspects of bullying. Bullying may have long-term harmful consequences
among children. Many elementary school students may not be able to recognize bullying
behavior or cope with bullying. Because of the lack of education about bullying, children are
probably not capable of overcoming those situations. Children in elementary school may benefit
from learning how to cope with conflict when experiencing any bullying.
Bullying has been an issue, particularly when children enter elementary school. Children
who face bullying during their elementary years can experience academic struggles. Children
who have suffered from bullying during their elementary years are more likely to not go to
school, not like school at all, and get bad grades or fail on tests ( Clemmensen et al., 2018).
Bullying can put children at risk for more severe behaviors such as being anti-social, substance
abuse, and having aggressive behaviors towards others ( StopBullying.gov Ed Board, 2019).
There are psychological implications of bullying for elementary school students
(Verlinden et al., 2014). Children who experience bullying early on can feel withdrawn from the
things they love, become depressed, have anger issues, and have lower self-esteem (Vanderbilt &
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Augustyn, 2010). Providing a bullying prevention curriculum may help children be more aware
of what bullying is and the type of effects it can cause. Children may be able to benefit
psychosocially from learning bullying prevention.
Bullying intervention strategies may help elementary school students recognize a healthy
and safe learning environment ( Ferguson et al., 2007). Some elementary schools may not
provide practical bullying prevention information or strategies. Kaufman, Kretschmer, Huitsing,
and Veenstra (2018) suggested informing students with lesson plans and creating discussion
groups to discuss ways to approach the situation, having students stand up against bullies. For
any intervention to be remotely successful among schools, students, staff, and parents must
understand what bullying is and how it can affect students if they are victims of bullying ( Ploeg
et al., 2020).
The time spent with participants will be discussing the different ways bullying can be
damaging and informing students of the various ways that bullying can be prevented. Discuss
ways to stand up against bullying. Creating multiple activities to better their understanding of
bullying and help them understand how bullying can be damaging. I will conduct a 2- day lesson
about bullying prevention for 6th graders at Aynesworth Elementary School in Fresno,
California.
Theory
During elementary years, children develop cognitively, physically, and emotionally.
According to Piaget, there are four stages of cognitive development: sensorimotor,
preoperational, concrete operational, and formal operational. During a child’s concrete
operational (ages 7-11 years old), it’s a time where the child is learning how to be able to
categorize objects based on how they look and size. During this stage, children begin to think
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logically about things they might witness or experience. They are at that age where they try to
understand why certain people might look different from them or speak differently, etc. Since
children’s cognitive development is still growing, and at this age, they are more likely to
experience bullying. Children at this age are at the peak of their cognitive development, and the
negativity that comes with being bullied can impact them. If bullying occurs during their
elementary years and is not addressed, it can long-term affect a child. Bullying in their
elementary years can lead them to have problems in adulthood, such as paranoia, depression,
self-esteem,  and abusive relationships ( Vanderbilt & Augustyn, 2010). Having a bullying
prevention program may help a child who is being bullied figure out what they should do if
facing this situation. Since children at these stages of cognitive development have not fully
developed the ability to understand the consequences of bullying, it would be helpful to teach
them about the mental, emotional, and physical aspects.
Consideration of Diversity
My project will be conducted in a 6th-grade classroom at Aynesworth Elementary in
Fresno Unified School District. According to GreatSchool.org (2021), the student demographics
of Aynesworth Elementary are 83% Hispanic, 10% Asian, 3% Black, White 1%, Native
American <1% Pacific Islander, <1%, and two more races <1% Hispanic students. There are an
estimated 42% of English learners. I will be conducting the presentation in English, and students
need to be proficient in English to complete the task and understand what will be presented to
them. This project is only targeted at 6th graders; therefore, this wouldn’t be helpful if the
participants were older or younger.
The diversity aspect I have considered is age and language skills. The class was mainly
Hispanics, so I couldn’t focus on its race or gender aspect. Also, because of the age range, I
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couldn’t focus on the relationship aspect of bullying. The participants are too young to
understand the gender, race, and relationship side of bullying. Because the class diversity was
predominantly Hispanic, their language skills had to be profitable to receive the results I was
seeking. Since many students’ first language was probably Spanish, I had to make sure that the
activities were straightforward for students to comprehend.
If this project was done for students that were in middle school, I would have focused on
the race, gender, and relationship side of bullying. Because of their age, students would have a
better understanding of those types of bullying. The older children get, the more likely they will
experience different types of bullying. It would not only be just the physical, verbal,
emotional/social, and cyber aspects of bullying. If presenting this project among middle
schoolers, I would have made the activities more intense and informative rather than going over
the basics of bullying. Age plays a significant factor in how I decided to create this project.
Because I decided to focus on just 6th graders, I chose not to include the gender, race, and
relationship side of bullying.
Learning Outcomes
I intend to provide two 30-minute lessons to 6th graders about bullying and strategies for
prevention at Aynesworth Elementary School in Fresno, California.
By the end of the project, participants will be able to :
1. Able to indicate the four different types of bullying.
2. Able to distinguish two different strategies on what to do if getting bullied.





First, I will introduce myself to the students and tell them why I am there. Then, I will
ask the class if they can define what bullying is. After asking them to define bullying, I will go
over the bullying prevention presentation ( See Appendix A). The presentation includes what
bullying is and the different ways students can bully each other. After going through the four
different types of bullying, I will show a Youtube video called “ What is bullying (the basics)
(https://youtu.be/eAj2kTQyEGw). The presentation will take 3:42 minutes. After going over the
presentation and having the students watch the video, I will pass out a worksheet called “ Define
what type of bullying it is” (See Appendix B). I will pair them off, or they can decide to work on
it alone. I will roughly give them about 10 minutes to work on it. Then, we will discuss their
answers for about 5 minutes. After that, I will pass out a poem called “Why Me” ( See Appendix
C).  I will read the poem to the class, and they will complete the worksheet that comes with it
(See Appendix D). I will give the students roughly 10 minutes to work on the worksheet then ask
them about the answers they wrote for them. In conclusion, I will tell the students I will be back
the following week and tell them what we will be doing next time.
Day 2:
I will start with a presentation about the four possible solutions of what to do if they are
getting bullied ( See Appendix E). After discussing the four ways, I will continue with my
presentation and discuss what to do if they witness bullying. I will go over what “ Bystander”
means and what “Upstander” means. After that, I will show two Youtube videos called “ Be an
upstander” (https://youtu.be/eeqQCyQOCPg) and “ How to be a bullying upstander”
(https://youtu.be/lbiMvkRgGJo). After watching those two videos, I will pass a worksheet called
“ Handout: Bullying scenes” ( See Appendix F). I will pair them off or work alone, but I will
roughly give them about 10 minutes. I will then ask if there are volunteers to share some of the
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responses they wrote. After that, I will pass out a short poem called “Hero” (See Appendix G). I
will read it to them and then pass out a worksheet ( See Appendix H), and they will work on it
for roughly 10 minutes. As a class, we will go over their answers and thoughts. I will break them
up into groups and pass out a white piece of paper. I will have them create an anti-bullying
poster. Lastly, I will pass out a “ Bullying Pledge” (See Appendix I). After that, I will close the
presentation by saying, “Thank You.”
Results
Learning outcome 1 was that students would indicate four different types of bullying (i.e.,
physical, verbal, cyber, social/ emotional). I believe that this learning outcome was met. From
going over the worksheet called “ Define what type of bullying,” students grasped the scenarios
and determined what type of bullying was illustrated. There were 22 students in total that day,
and going over the worksheet, they had seven scenarios, and out of those seven scenarios, 20
students were able to get five questions or more correct. See table 1 for the percentage of how
many students got right out of  7 questions. The one scenario that students were having trouble
with the most was defining social/emotional bullying. I believe they didn’t understand the
concept of what social/emotional bullying meant. For some of them, it was hard to figure out if
the type of bullying being made was being social/emotional or not. See figure 1 for the scenario
question.
Learning outcome 2 was for students to distinguish two different strategies on what to do
if getting bullied. I believe this learning outcome was also met. Going over the “ What to do
scenario” and reading what students would do, I think they fully understood what they should do
if they were placed in the situation. Students were able to grasp different ways they can do if
getting bullied fully. For instance, students said things like, “ I will tell them to stop and tell them
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how it would make me feel. If that doesn’t stop, I will leave and find better friends”. Another
thing students also said was that “ I will tell my parents or teacher.” A list is provided in Table 2
on one scenario, particularly what they would do if their friends started to call them names, send
nasty texts, and force them to do things they didn’t want to do. I listed what students said and
tallied how many times students repeated what others in their class said.
Learning outcome 3 was for students to suggest at least two different approaches when
witnessing someone getting bullied. After learning the definitions of what “ Bystander” is and
what “ Upstander” means, students were given a worksheet where they had to figure out what
they would do if they witnessed someone getting bullied. After viewing their responses, I believe
that the learning outcome was met. Of the 22 students, they were all able to provide a good
description of what they would do if they witnessed someone getting bullied. See table 3 for one
of the scenarios that asked what they would do if they saw one of their classmates getting teased
by other students just because he/her isn’t good at reading or writing. They started to see that
they began to sit alone. I listed what students said and tallied how many times students repeated
what others in their class said. In addition, they were able to create an anti-bullying poster, and
some students included bystanders and upstanders. Not only that, but in their anti-bullying
posters, they provided good sayings on what to do if they witness or experience bullying.
Discussion
I believe that my project was successful; the three learning outcomes were met. Students
were able to indicate the four types of bullying, distinguish two different strategies on what to do
if getting bullied, and suggest at least two other approaches if they witness getting bullied. The
activity that had the most impact on the participants was discussing what students would do if
they saw someone getting bullied. Some of the students’ responses were well throughout and had
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strategies that were in the lesson and appropriate. The anti-bullying posters showed their
understanding of bullying prevention. Overall, students were able to understand better what
bullying is and learn how to distinguish what bullying looks like.
The lessons that I did provide for the students were appropriate and straightforward.
Being straightforward on what bullying is helped students have a better understanding and
provided logical responses. The questions and answers that the students provided were well
thought out. Because I did focus on Piaget as the theory, I provided students with a better
understanding of why some children can be bullied that was appropriate for their level of
cognitive development. Given the limitations of their cognitive development, I let them know the
consequences of where bullying can lead. One thing my project could increase in diversity is if I
had talked about gender bullying. I didn’t include that subject because I wanted to focus more on
bullying and the different types than gender.
If I could redo my project all over again, I would make some changes to it. I would have
changed the lesson up, meaning not only provided just scenarios and poems. I only stuck with
scenarios and poems because of the lack of time and because the students are a very quiet group.
It was hard to create different activities that didn’t revolve around them going up in front of the
class and presenting something or acting something out. Another thing I would have done
differently would be that I would have printed out examples of the different types of bullying.
When students were on the scenarios worksheet, some students would ask if they could see what
each bullying type meant. It would have been easier for the students and me if I had provided a
printed-out sheet for them to have when working on the worksheet.
Overall, the project was a success. The students learned about bullying and what to do if
they are victims of bullying or witness someone getting bullied. I believe that with me being able
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to teach them the different strategies, they would be able to use them if needed. I couldn’t have
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List of responses on what students would do if their friends picked on them.








Tell them to stop and
that it’s not funny. I’m
not your “little dog,” so
go away.
Tell them to stop.
Explain how it is
making me feel and
if that doesn’t stop,
I will leave and find
better friends.
( 2 responses)
Tell them to stop.
(4 responses)





List of responses on what students would do if they saw someone getting teased.
Sit with them and be
their friend.
(12 responses)






Make sure they are
okay. Ask what





















































Powerpoint on bullying prevention
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Bullying scenes worksheet
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Hero poem
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Hero worksheet
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Appendix I
Bullying Pledge
